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Nov Dec 2011 issue 39 reviews Buzz Bin: THE AURORA TEAGARDEN MYSTERIES Omnibus 1 (Gollancz, imprint of Orion) by Charlaine Harris is a collection that should have been out ages ago. Before Sookie and her fanged friends Harris wrote this great series. While having the paperback rerelease is nice, once again the Brits come through with THE edition to own. The first four tales of this awesome librarian should be a must own for all mystery fans. Jonathan Woods collection, BAD JUJU AND OTHER TALES OF MADNESS AND MAYHEM (New Pulp Press) is a crazy group of stories that is part Hunter Thompson, part Jim Thompson and all excellent. BEAT TO A PULP is a collection of kick your ass stories by the people who do the webzine of the same name. David Cramer and Elaine Ash have put together a group of authors that is made up of stalwarts of the genre and newcomers, all writing tales that would be right at home in the pulps of the 30s. Randisis’s story of a paparazzi photog with someone trying to kill her. This is strong stuff, like a good bourbon. With 8 previous Artie Cohen novels already out Reggie Nadelson has proven that a good series can always get better. BLOOD COUNT (Walker) is the latest and it is a hell of a story. Artie gets a call from his ex-girl friend and finds himself out of his element investigating a death in Harlem. Nadelson does an incredible job with her pacing and the ending of this book is amazing. If you were in San Francisco for Bouchercon you may have met Anders Rosland and Borge Hellstrom, a pair of writers from Sweden. They have a hot new book out in January that is getting a big push. Don’t want to wait? Well, Hell, we hate waiting too. So pick up BOX 21 (picador) by these awesome writers. A revenge thriller that sees two girls who were sold into slavery get out and get some back. We tore through this book faster than a teenager gets done with a pizza. Forget that Larson dude, Rosland and Hellstrom are the next big thing, and they are already here! Charles Kipps has created a terrific character in Detective Connor Bard. CRYSTAL DEATH (Scribner) has Bard investigating a murder of diamond dealer which soon brings with it bigger problems as the South African government gets involved because of a missing red diamond. Bard is a tough and realistic cop and Kipps does a very authentic job with is portrayal of one of NYPD’s detectives. Another pairing of Duane Swierczynski and Anthony Zucker has produced another Level 26 book. DARK PROPHECY has Steve Dark tracking another killer who is a step beyond known evil. The book can also be read with tie in videos on the internet. Fun stuff. Another debut author, Stephen M Irwin, has written a book that is haunting and dark. THE DEAD PATH is part ghost story and part mystery. After his wife’s death Nicolas Close begins to see things, ghosts of people reliving their own deaths. He eventually heads home to discover that things from his childhood are even more haunting and he may not solve the why before it drives him mad. You may need a light on for a while after reading this. DEAD SPY RUNNING (Thomas Dunne) is a debut novel from Jon Stock and as you can probably tell from the title, it’s an espionage thriller. The book opens with a MI6 officer under suspension running in a marathon which quickly becomes rather like the movie Speed. A fellow runner is loaded with explosives and if he slows down, BOOM. This leads our on the outs hero Daniel Marchant into the reasons why his father, the former MI6 head was accused of treason. The quest to prove his father’s innocence will take him around the globe and in the middle of a global conspiracy. A perfect thriller with incredible action and grand prix pacing. The debut novel from Todd Ritter, DEATH NOTICE (Minotaur) is a small town procedural with a superb plot and characters that have an echo of real people in a bad situation. Kat Campbell is a police chief in Perry Hollow Penn. and has just had the town’s first murder victim dropped on the side of the highway. The case is a weird one and may tie in to a larger group of crimes, or not. Ritter does a really nice job of elevating the tension as the book goes on. A great debut.



Adrian Magson’s latest, DEATH ON THE MARAIS (Allison and Busby) is another Inspector Lucas Rocco tale and it’s a winner. Rocco is in a new jurisdiction a bit out in the boonies but he soon discovers there is plenty of intrigue. A dead woman dressed and a Gestapo officer is left in military cemetery. The case hits bumps as people try to block the investigation. A fabulous book with incredible pacing and great characters. James O’Neal (Jim Born to us mystery fans) has his second installment of his new series featuring Tom Wilner, a cop of sorts in a future America that is more than a bit bleak. DOUBLE HUMAN (Tor) A serial killer is loose in the quarantined zone of Miami and Tom might be the only one stop him. In the last couple years, pretty much post DaVinci Code it seems like we get a LOT of big thrillers that incorporate history and globe trotting into an adventure. Steve Berry was doing before Dan Brown and doing it BETTER. His latest, THE EMPEROR’S TOMB which features Cotton Malone, takes the reader along on a trip hunting for a famous artifact to save the life of a woman who means everything to Cotton. If you look up Thriller in the dictionary, there should be a picture of this book next to it. F. Paul Wilson is finishing his Repairman Jack series with a final book next year. The second to last, FATAL ERROR is a must read for fans of the series. Jack is doing all he can to keep it together as a number of events are forcing him into a position to try and ultimately save the human race. Kidnappings, lies and manipulations are all part of a much bigger picture. But Jack doesn’t stop, ever. While I’ll be sad to see the last of this series next year, it’s been a hell of a ride. This book has really pushed the reader right to the edge of the cliff and hopefully next summer Jack will pull us back in before he says goodbye. FINAL PRICE (Amazon Encore) by J. Gregory Smith is a damn fun book. A frustrated car salesman goes over the edge and starts killing customers who piss him off in various ways. If you’ve EVER worked with the public you can sympathize with Shamus Ryan. This makes it hard to want our heroes, detectives Chang and Rogers, to actually solve the case. It’s a fast moving and humorous book. Smith has a wicked sense of humor and somewhat disturbed mind, and luckily for us he’s using both to write books. We want more. Wicked devious fun is the best way to describe this latest form DC Brod, GETTING SASSY (Tyrus). Robyn Guthrie finds herself in a situation out of her control. Her mother has been bankrupted by a corrupt businessman who really doesn’t care who gets crewed in his real estate dealings. Robyn decides to take to a temporary life of crime to get back what she feels is her mother’s due and get payback on the man who did it. So naturally this means kidnapping a goat. Fast and funny with characters who you will love this was a real therapeutic read! THE GROVE by John Rector is an Amazon Encore book and it is something you need to order if you love dark suspense. Rector had me from page one in this tale of a man looking for the truth in what happened during a blackout from drinking. A girl is dead and he’s not sure if he did it or not. It is reminiscent of Jim Thompson at his best and utterly absorbing. The latest from Maxim Jakubowski, I WAS WAITING FOR YOU (Accent Press) is billed as an erotic thriller. Thriller seems a bit tame for this book, it’s more of a thriller on Viagra and speed. Cornelia has been in previous books, an assassin and a stripper she is obviously interesting. What made this more fun was the crime writer acting as a real PI. Jakubowski has mad skills and this was a Hell of a ride. In THE IDENTITY MAN (HMH) by Andrew Klaven the author once again pulls no punches, this time through the story of a man who gets a new identity, both physically and legally. But can we change who we are? John Shannon wants to and gets a good start, until he discovers that the new him may be getting set up for something far worse than he was trying to escape in the first place. Thought provoking and wonderful story telling make this a must read. Dave Zeltserman has a devious mind and it’s once again at work in OUTSOURCED Serpent's Tale) a wonderful heist story of software engineers who lose their jobs and decide to take what they need directly from a bank, without guns. All fun and games till the Russian mafia rears it’s head.



Henry Chang’s latest, RED JADE is stunning. Detective Jack Yu is back in New York’s Chinatown when a young couple is found murdered in the middle of what was the biggest fight the Tong ever fought. Connections to another investigation in Seattle will keep Jack struggling to stay ahead of the case. Chang has a flow to his books that sweeps the reader along and moody and atmospheric. Great reading. SKATING AROUND THE LAW (Minotaur) is not a noir tale, nor a thriller. But Joelle Charbonneau with her debut novel shows she knows how to craft a great mystery and she has wonderful timing, which she uses deftly in this small town murder story. Rebecca Robbins is a character that is hard not to love, funny, smart and an amateur detective who can think on her feet, or skates. Pick this up, you’ll enjoy it. Paul Grossman’s SLEEPWALKERS is a fast paced thriller set just as the Third Reich is about to gain power. Willi Kraus is a detective who is trying to solve a run of bizarre murders in a city that seems to be changing around him faster than he fathom. Fast paced with a backdrop of a Berlin that is both fascinating and frightening this is a book that will carry you late into the night reading. Ed Gorman has another of his political mysteries out, STRANGLEHOLD (Minotaur). Witty and funny with incredible plotting this is a real winner. It’s enough to make you enjoy politics! TIED IN: The business, history and craft of media tie-in writing edited by Lee Goldberg is a fascinating look at what goes into writing tie in books. Unlike crappy fan fiction these are written with permission by the people who own the properties. Some of the folks who discus this in the book are Max Allan Collins, Donald Bain, Tod Goldberg and Burl Barer. This is a really cool book and a nice reference on the subject. Gary Phillips is a dam interesting man. THE UNDERBELLY (PM Press) is a novella that sees Phillips using his background to weave a noir tale of a man on the streets looking for a missing friend. It’s edgy, dark, at times humorous and all good. The end of the book also has an interview with Phillips that should be put in front of everyone who cares about anything. YOUNG JUNIUS (Tyrus) is an urban western by Seth Harwood. Junius is a 14 year old on his own quest for vengeance and redemption. What looks from the outset to be a simple matter of track and shoot soon spirals out of control. With police and rival gangs out to get him Junius decides to stand instead of run and when all is said and done, his life is much different than when he started this path. Harwood has really captured the angst of a young man confused by what the world tells him and what the world is. Required reading.



Regular Book Reviews:



Book reviews nov/dec 2010 ANGEL INTERRUPTED Chaz McGee 2010 Berkley Prime Crime I stayed up way past my bedtime on two nights to read this book. Billed as A Dead Detective Mystery. `hero' Det. Kevin Fahey, deceased, tells the story from his POV. He also admits that he's been such a bad person, wasting his gifts, always drunk on the job, that he's floating around his old haunts trying to do some good. Fascinating. A nurse is murdered in her home, and while those in the park are momentarily distracted, a person kidnaps a four-year-old boy. Maggie Gunn, a police detective, and the former partner of Fahey, takes the nurse call, but is soon assigned to the missing child. The feds are moving in to take over the child case, so she tries to unravel nurse's murder.



Meanwhile Fahey is airily investigating and comes up with some information, but how to get it to Maggie? Hanging out with him is another young boy with large vacant eyes. He seems to want to find the boy, too, but Fahey isn't sure who he is or what he wants. He's not even sure if the boy is a dead person, or what he or it is. Sixteen years ago another young boy was missing under the same circumstances. His mother comes to the police station every time there is a missing child. An old-timer who investigated the crime tries to console her, regretful that he couldn't solve the case years ago. Of course, the two cases come together, but not in a way that can be predicted. In fact, nothing in this story is predictable. Fahey is an interesting character and even though he's dead, I expect another story from him. The author writes other series under the names of Katy Munger, and Gallaher Gray. Gay Toltl Kinman THE ANNIVERSARY MAN R.J. Ellory 2010 (U.S. release) Overlook John Costello and his girlfriend Nadia are attacked by a deranged serial killer. John survives the attack but Nadia does not. Forever scarred by the trauma, John begins to study serial killers and meet with a group of other survivors. In his job as a crime researcher for a newspaper, John begins to piece together a new serial killer who is flying under the radar of the New York Police Department. He takes this information to the police but his knowledge of the inner workings make him either a prime target or a prime suspect. A regular topic of discussion in the crime fiction community is the question of whether the serial killer has been overdone. When readers open the pages of a book like THE ANNIVERSARY MAN they discover that there is still uncharted territory in the serial killer concept. Ellory’s approach is fresh and the plot is complex. His unique, fascinating puzzle keeps readers glued to the pages. The well-crafted plot will keep thriller lovers engaged and enthralled. Those who favor character development will be equally amazed by Ellory’s work as he molds not only John’s character but also Ray Irving, the investigating homicide detective. There are no flat elements to Ellory’s characters. The psychological aspects are as strong and developed as the physical and the action. The dynamics that develop between the characters become the fourth dimension of the story. Ellory is an incredibly powerful writer. His intelligent plots and rich characters make for a captivating read. But his amazing use of language is truly what pulls the readers into his fictional worlds. It’s this language that makes his plot more than scary, it’s haunting. And it’s this language that connects the reader with the characters and forces them to empathize. Ellory simply doesn’t allow his readers to be passive, and THE ANNIVERSARY MAN is no exception. This is a book that has something for everyone, and a book that raises the bar for the serial killer novel. Jen Forbus ASHES TO WATER Irene Ziegler 2010 Five Star Publishing Annie Bartlett is estranged from her father when she receives the call telling her he has been murdered by his girlfriend. Annie and her drug-addict sister, Leigh, return to their hometown to take care of their father's final arrangements. Annie only plans to be gone a few days, but when she arrives in DeLeon, Florida, Annie finds a web of secrets and lies that snare her and force her to confront both her past and the present. ASHES TO WATER is a dark look at the tragic effects of secrets. When you discover those you trust most have used you through lies and deception and those lies have altered your own perception of reality, the discovery is earth-shattering. Annie Bartlett experiences such a life-changing discovery and Ziegler does an excellent job of illustrating her devastation, loss and identity struggle. Another strength of ASHES TO WATER is Ziegler's depiction of the small town: its array of colorful characters, the relationships between factions as well as individuals, and the effects of secrets - or lack thereof - in a small town. This complexity spills over in the plot as events mesh and intertwine. As the plot unfolds a whole new picture of the small town emerges. Perception and reality can often be vastly different pictures.



While the focus of the novel is Annie, the strength of the supporting characters play a large role in the richness of the novel as well. Leigh, Annie's older sister, is caught in a web of her own. Camp is Annie's fiance. He's in a constant struggle between his feelings for Annie and his devotion to his young daughter, who is manipulated by her mother, Camp's ex-wife. There is a strong irony here as we slowly learn about Annie's manipulation from her own mother. The interplay between all the characters is complex and intricately woven. One event toward the end of the novel left me a bit skeptical. The event was necessary for the final outcome of the book, so that may sit a little uneasy with some readers. Overall, however, this is a thought-provoking novel inhabited by dynamic characters in a well-developed setting. Jen Forbus ASSAULT WITH A DEADLY GLUE GUN Lois Winston 2010 Midnight Ink An Anastasia Pollack Crafting Mystery. Anastasia says she's not a whiner, and she isn't--but she sure has reason to spout off. Her husband of almost twenty years, who died suddenly of a heart attack at a Las Vegas gaming table, was a closet gambler, and left her with no equity in the house, no life insurance, no savings accounts for their sons' college education, and on and on, plus he left his cranky, Communist mother, who is living with them. Plus A. has to take in her own mother. In addition, a loan shark, her husband was indebted to, wants fifty thousand payment--yesterday. What's all this compared to walking into her office to find her demented boss literally wrapped in glue (from the glue gun of the title)--and dead. Anastasia's asides are very funny, not to mention the parrot that flies around quoting Shakespeare--and usually right on target. Set in Westfield, New Jersey, A. works for a fashion magazine (second rate) as the crafts editor. Life is at a low ebb, but what's the alternative--ah, that's what the loan shark is offering. Then she finds out more about her despicable husband. Plus, now she's a suspect in a murder case. A fun book. Gay Toltl Kinman Bad Boy Peter Robinson William Morrow 2010 Murphy’s Law seems to apply to the premise behind this novel. After a well-earned vacation touring the U.S. Southwest and the wonders of LA and San Francisco, DI Banks finds, upon his return to Eastvale, that an old friend has died after police tasered him, Banks’ daughter is missing, and everything is in an uncontrolled mess. It starts when a former neighbor of Banks discovers a gun which had been hidden by her daughter in her bedroom when visiting her parents. The mother visits the police station hoping to discuss the situation with Banks who, unfortunately, is still away. When the police raid the house, the woman’s husband dies of a heart attack after the aforementioned taser incident; Banks’ daughter, Tracy, infatuated with man who owned the gun (the “bad boy” of the title) warns him of the police inquiries and hides him in her father’s cottage. And from that point on, as Banks returns, everything goes downhill. The chase begins with Tracy’s status changing from willing lover to hostage, and Banks and the rest of the police force struggling with the lack of clues as to where the fugitive and his captive are. As usual, Banks doesn’t always play by the rules. But then, neither does the bad boy. Theodore Feit



THE BODY AND THE BLOOD Michael Lister 2010 Five Star John Jordan is the prison chaplain in Florida's Potter Correctional Institution and he's recently discovered that his ex-wife isn't actually his ex-wife. The papers for their divorce years ago were never finalized and they are in fact still married. A situation that has caused the couple to give their marriage another try. They're older, wiser



and maybe they can get it right this time. The Jordans' reconciliation makes John's life a bit easier when he finds himself investigating a puzzling inmate murder with his father-in-law, Tom Daniels. While they are standing in the Protective Management wing observing the Catholic Mass, a man locked in his cell in that wing is murdered. There is no evidence of anyone entering or leaving. Neither John nor Tom saw anything, yet the man is dead in his cell and most definitely murdered. The suspects begin to mount as John tries to navigate the investigation, his faith, and the reconciliation with his wife. THE BODY AND THE BLOOD is Michael Lister's fourth book in the John Jordan Mystery series. His protagonist puts a unique spin on the investigator role and Lister adds the dimension of Jordan's faith to the dynamics. His faith, however, shouldn't be confused with religion. Jordan's faith has to do with his overreaching belief in himself, what is right and good, his relationship with others and his spiritual balance. The Jordan novels have never been preachy and THE BODY AND THE BLOOD follows suit. Instead, they focus on the human-ness of the protagonist and the complexity of the plots. Lister's own experience as a prison chaplain lends to the authenticity of the setting as well as the characters. THE BODY AND THE BLOOD is narrated by Jordan so the reader sees the inmates as Jordan sees them. Jordan's best friend, Merrill Monroe also features prominently in THE BODY AND THE BLOOD. A correctional officer in the same prison, Merrill assists Jordan's investigation. Merrill is a black man who puts stereotypes through the wringer by using them to his advantage or just as easily shattering all notions of them. He mocks the very ignorance that feeds the stereotype. That's Lister's style of character development: examining the man from inside out. Merrill also provides a good deal of the humor in this series. The dialogue is clean and Merrill's is peppered with sarcasm and wit. The plot of THE BODY AND THE BLOOD is probably among Lister's strongest. There are suspects galore. Lister doles out clues and the reader will recognize that they are clues but he's equally as generous with his red herrings. And the clues often lead the reader in a direction other than the solution. Reading this book is akin to looking at an Escher piece. It works, but how? The BODY AND THE BLOOD is another great effort from Micheal Lister in the John Jordan Mystery series. This is a series I look forward to and Lister continues to deliver. Jen Forbus



BOLT ACTION Charles Charters 2010 Hodder and Stoughton Despite my own maddening workload, I tore through this debut yesterday and even got a damned papercut, turning the pages too fast. The plot like the best thrillers hinges on a simple premise, one that [using the film cliché] is very ‘high concept’. Following the post 9/11 issues, commercial airliners’ cockpit doors are now locked to prevent any attack by rogue passengers. In ‘Bolt Action’, the problem is caused by that protocol; as an Al-Qaeda linked steward manages to gain entry into the cockpit and dispenses poisoned drinks to the crew, who die and then the steward ensures the cockpit door is bolted shut with a reset combination. The first problem is that the cockpit door is locked from the inside, and the plane on auto-pilot. The second problem is that the Boeing jet is destined for the US mainland. The narrative alternates between the high drama in the air with that on the ground as the politics of war and terror play on the broadest of canvases. Charters introduces a rogue band of ex-soldiers including Captain Tristie Merrit, who steals a lot of the action as does her colleague and subordinate named ‘Whiffler’. As an aside I did enjoy Charter’s character names, especially ‘Whiffler’ which made smile and broke some of the unbearable tension in this dynamic read. Charters uses humour effectively almost as a plot device as he describes the frantic machinations that lie behind this ‘airliner in distress tale’. The situation is far from as simple as the locked door premise suggests, because back on the ground, the CIA as well as their counterparts at MI5, politicians and the press contemplate the unthinkable - scrabbling a military response to the incoming jet. With a deep understanding of military politics, Charters pulls off a rectum-clenching tale interspersed with tradecraft and research that propels the narrative as fast as the speeding jet that lies at the centre. Charters debut is the most assured I’ve read for some time and I eagerly await more from this novelist, because in a time-constrained world, finding such a fast reading experience is a true joy. Despite ‘Bolt Action’ featuring all



the usual techn-othriller conventions, the characters are as vibrant as the reality in which they find themselves in and that is the surprise in this debut. No cardboard / just flesh and blood. For the illiterate, a film is bound to be following the slipstream of this thriller, but don’t wait for that, personally I’d connect your Kindle, I-Phone, IPAD, Sony E-Reader or whatever and download now and catch this exhilarating ride before all the seats are taken. You don’t need to be Uri Geller to predict seeing this debut on the 2010 Thriller Nomination Shortlists. To reveal anymore more would be akin to knowing the combination of the cockpit door, spoiling the terrific climax Ali Karim BOMBER BOMBS David Champion 2010 Allen A. Knoll Publishers "Bomber" Hanson is a famously successful trial attorney. His son Tod holds a law degree and passed the bar but his job resembles more of a glorified errand boy, and that's just the way he likes it. Tod had aspirations of being a musician, a composer. Instead he finds himself following in his father's footsteps. Clarence "Dixie" Dixon is the president of the alumni football boosters for Cal Southern and he comes to Bomber for help when ten members of the Cal Southern football team are accused of raping a stripper at a party. Tod convinces his father to take the case even though Bomber abhors football. But when Bomber has a mysterious attack in court and is rushed to the hospital, Tod is left holding the bag in court. He's never tried a case in court before and he doesn't want to try this one. Can he convince a jury that is blatantly stacked against his clients to find them non-guilty? The plot of the ninth book in the Bomber Hanson mystery series obviously has roots in the Duke lacrosse scandal from several years ago. It doesn't follow the same course of events, but the parallels are definitely there. This is my first experience reading a Bomber Hanson mystery. The tale is narrated by Tod Hanson in a very Sherlock/Watson-style. Only in this installment of the series, the Sherlock character is pressing the Watson character to take center stage. There are a couple times that Tod admits he isn't relaying direct quotes exactly as they were said, which is a little odd. It almost leads the reader to the assumption that the narrator is unreliable. I don't know that that was the intention so much as developing Tod as a naive character. He didn't want to repeat vulgarities. But when it is dialogue that is being exchanged, it's a little awkward to have him insert "(not her word)" into the middle of conversation. Aside from that little factor, the dialogue is often fun and witty, especially when Bomber is sharing his two cents. The characters tend to be exaggerated: the tough trial lawyer; the rich, nerdy alumnus who lives his dreams vicariously through the players; the football players set on making it to the pros; the sexy legal assistants and the pervert judge. Their exaggerations and eccentricities work toward the humor in the novel. Jen Forbus BULLETPROOF MASCARA Bethany Maines 2010 Atria Nikki Lanier, 26, joins Carrie Mae Cosmetic Company Foundation where she is a secret agent, actually a female James Bond. Not industrial espionage, but rather helping women throughout the world, by any lawful means--if possible. She goes through training--self-defense, guns, etc. and learns how to use all the secret weapons made to look like ordinary cosmetic products. She makes friends and is partnered with a crusty old agent, Val Robinson, and goes to Thailand to rescue a woman who has been trying to stop the shipping (literally!) of women and girls into slavery throughout the world, including the U.S. Along the way she meets Z'ev who seems to be on the same mission, but is he a good guy, perhaps with the CIA, or a bad guy aligned with the shipping company that is sending people into slavery around the world? A laugh out-loud book, especially the visit to the lab where she is shown all the secret tools. Very clever. Gay Toltl Kinman



BUZZ OFF Hannah Reed 2010 Berkley Prime Crime Although allergic to honey, I enjoyed this book thoroughly. I gave it to our local honey seller at the Farmer's Market. I learned a lot about honey, bees and all that's involved, as the setting is firmly in that business. In the fall, in Moraine, Wisconsin, a small town halfway between Milwaukee and Madison, forty minutes in either direction, Story Fischer owns Wild Clover and manages two bee hives. She also helps her bee keeper mentor Manny Chapman with his eighty hives. Well, she did. Manny's death looks like he was stung to death by honey bees, but Story is the only one (besides the murderer) who knows differently. She finds the bodies of yellow jackets and knows they were the cause of death. But Manny didn't have any of those on his property, so where did they come from. Hmmm, looks like Murder One. Since it's a small town, everyone knows everyone, and no one forgets slights, which includes Police Chief Johnny Jay who would like to clap Story in jail and in the same cell with her ex-husband, whom she divorced two days ago. Grace, Manny's wife, never liked Story, and believes a rumor that she was having an affair with Manny. Unfortunately, the town's main source of gossip lives next door to Story, has a telescope, and says she saw Manny sneaking up to Story's place when she was home. This is news to Story. The characters are wonderful. I didn't guess who the murderer was, but it was the right person for the `job.' I really enjoyed all the information about bee keeping, and loved Story's `bullets.' A Queen Bee Mystery. First in the series (keep 'em coming!). Gay Toltl Kinman CLASSIC REVENGE Mitzi Kelly 2010 Avalon Books The prologue shows the life and sudden death of Susan Wiley, newly retired, in a town near San Antonio, TX. Of course, the husband is the first, and sometimes only suspect, so Sam is hauled off to the pokey. Three neighbors, Trish Anderson, Edna Radcliff and Millie Morrow, each with a distinct personality, accost P.D. Chief Henry Espinoza and give him a piece of their mind about why Sam could not be the killer. Guess how far they get. No matter, they are soon visited by a detective, Larry. I liked his character, as he did something different--he didn't try to warn them off--told them he would tell them what he knew if they told him what they found out. He knew he couldn't get the information they could. Sam had just sold his business and this caused a lot of consternation among some employees, but did they have a motive for murder? And why would anyone kill his wife? The ladies sleuth and come up with some very interesting gossip, as well as a pair of earrings. Gay Toltl Kinman THE COBRA Frederick Forsyth 2010 G.P. Putnam's Sons Frederick Forsyth has written numerous books with far-out themes. COBRA is another one, just more so. The plot is fairly simple: A not-so-thinly disguised President [Obama[ and his chief of staff [Emanuel] call to the White House Paul Deveraux, known as The Cobra, ostensibly retired from the CIA (with sighs of relief from the powers-that-be because of his extremism), because of the overwhelming growth in the cocaine market. Asked if cocaine can be eradicated, Paul demands unlimited powers and a billion dollars, which he is granted. He puts together all the necessary equipment and personnel to accomplish the task and begins attacking the supply from the Colombian cartel. So far, so good.



However, the premise is kind of shaky. How could such a program be developed and implemented in total secrecy? Such a scenario is very unlikely. Certainly the Manhattan Project is a model, and the A-bomb was developed in total secrecy. But that was during a world war. Not likely under today's conditions, I think. Written with the author's signature ability for research and an eye for detail, the novel, despite the criticism above, certainly is entertaining. With regard to the conclusion, the events are recounted without explanation, although the motivation is apparent. But a couple of more sentences might have been in order. Theodore Feit COLLUSION Stuart Neville 2011 Soho Crime The follow-up tp Neville’s debut novel THE GHOSTS OF BELFAST (The Twelve in the UK) strands of collusion, implied and overt, that are explored in detail in this impressive second novel. GHOSTS testifies to Neville’s ability of avoiding ‘cultural cringe’ while dissecting the minutiae of a war that was circumscribed by explicit sectarian lines and more ambiguous collusion lines. Policeman Lennon is a peripheral figure in Ghosts. Gerry Fegan rescued Lennon’s ex-wife and child in the course of atoning for his previous killings. Fegan kills the people who orchestrated the killing of his victims’ because the ghosts of Fegan’s victims refuse to leave him until he complies. Lennon is the main protagonist here unraveling widespread collusion between police, killers, intelligence services, politicians. O’Kane, the old-guard IRA man who Fegan let survive in Ghosts now wants him dead to purge his feeling of humiliation. He uses Lennon’s ex-wife and child as bait and hires The Traveller as the killer. This character is intriguing because he comes from Ireland’s travelling community who rarely feature in the Irish literature of any hue. For centuries they have been outsiders within Ireland with their own customs, language and feuds. This is a cogent reason for using the social/cultural foil of The Traveler since no ideology drives him except money. He is pure in the sense that he is free of the septic collusion that inhabited the boy politic of NI for decades. Beside the corrosive collusion, the benign collusion of Fegan (ex-IRA) and Lennon (policeman) is thought provoking. We can ponder - is collusion sometimes for the greater good? Is this how collusion starts before it metastasizes. Lennon’s blood bond to his daughter is obvious and Fegan’s psychic connection to her is outlined very effectively in the book. Both are driven by honor and loyalty and seeking self-redemption for previous actions. The book never losses focus, is adept at revealing the cultural and political intricacies of collusion, of creating great characters and action sequences and providing an absorbing story full of brio, justice and great writing. James Ellroy, the high lyrical priest of noir says this guy (Neville) can write. That’s all you need to know. Seamus Scanlon THE COLUMBO COLLECTION William Link 2010 Crippen & Landru Let me state up front that I really enjoyed the Columbo TV show. I also have met Mr. Link a few times and in addition to being a huge fan of his work I really like him a lot. He’s funny, he’s damn smart and a wonderful storyteller. For these reasons opening up this book I expected to love reading his short stories of the famous detective. I wasn’t disappointed. William link co created Columbo with Richard Levinson back in the early sixties during a writers strike. His work for television shows his obvious leanings towards mystery with such hits as The Ellory Queen mysteries, Mannix and Murder She Wrote. It seems like a natural that he would eventually continue with the character on paper. THE COLUMBO COLLECTION has 12 short stories, all of which are winners. I really loved Photo Finish, a story that opens with a man being busted by his wife for fooling around when a traffic camera records his speeding in a car with a redhead. Link has a classic style to his stories and there are no wasted words. He sets the tone and tempo of each tale quickly. Going into the collection I expected to see peter Falk as I read, but soon Columbo took on his own life in the pages and it was all Link’s vision.



A joyous and wonderful read. Jon THE CROCODILE'S LAST EMBRACE Suzanne Arruda 2010 Obsidian Indiana Jones' female counterpart, Jade Del Cameron, is in Africa with friends, in the 1920s, waiting to hear from her beloved, who may or may not be still enamored with her. Jade is present at two deaths--one when a car goes off the bridge and the driver is found dead; and another where there is evidence that a crocodile made off with a person, but Jade believes it was a corpse. Jade is sure both are murders, even though they don't look that way. Her former fiancé died in her arms while she was an ambulance driver in the Great War. But she is having hallucinations and thinks she sees him again. She suspects it is the work of his mother, whom Jade put in prison. Lilith Worthy is not a nice person and will stop at nothing to get revenge. Jade is at the top of her list. Jade's constant company is a cheetah. Sixth in the series. Unusual story. Excellent. Gay Toltl Kinman THE DANGEROUS OTTO KATZ Jonathan Miles 2010 Bloomsbury I read a lot of espionage books by some great thriller writers. A quick glance at the cover on this book and it looks like just that, another great thriller. But this is the real thing. A non-fiction book about a notorious soviet spy who was the real deal. Miles in his research used newly released documents from around the world to get the full story of this man who was a part of so many different events. There have been characters based on him in any number of movies including Casablanca. He claimed to have discovered Marlene Dietrich, he tried to warn people about the Nazis, and he hung out with Hollywood elite. He played a role in many of the Soviet plots around the world including recruiting. He was eventually put on trial by the government he was serving as a double agent. Miles tells a true life story here that is more intense and harder to believe than any Robert Ludlum novel. The research is solid and Miles does a wonderful job of putting it all together. This is a truly fascinating book. Jon Jordan DIRTY ROTTEN TENDRILS Kate Collins 2010 Obsidian Abby Knight owns Bloomers, a flower shop. Before she became a florist, she was a law clerk to Dave Hammond, a well-liked local attorney in New Chapel, Indiana. Local boy makes good Cody Verse has a hit tune and he's coming to town with his fiancé, a famous actress. However, another hometown boy, Andrew Chapper, his former partner, claims he wrote the song on which Cody has coasted on to fame, but he hasn't received any royalties or any credit. Not-well-liked attorney Ken Lipinski is defending Verse in Chapper's suit. Murder complicates the suit and the famous visit. Abby helps investigate the murder with her fiancé, Marco Salvare, a P.I. and owner of the bar, Down the Hatch. Lots of humor, particularly when Rafe, Marco's brother, `gives' Abby's engagement ring to his girlfriend, Cinnamon. Eccentric parents, friends, relations hover in and out of the plot, doing their best to wreck havoc on Marco and Abby's life. A fast-moving story. Gay Toltl Kinman EYES OF THE INNOCENT Brad Parks February 2011



St. Martin’s Minotaur A deadly house fire introduces the timely issue of variable mortgage rates, the housing industry and what it has all done to unsuspecting families. Carter Ross is assigned to investigate the house fire, and when he discovers a case of arson, he unknowingly steps into a world of evil greed that knows no boundaries. Brad Parks returns with the second novel in his Carter Ross series. While some authors are known to fall into a bit of a sophomore slump on their second books, Parks has gained momentum. EYES OF THE INNOCENT ignites the suspense on page one that grips the reader to the last page, to the final brilliant sentence. FACES OF THE GONE introduced a cast of colorful, dynamic characters. Most of them return for EYES OF THE INNOCENT and Parks introduces a new intern and a straight-laced cop. Parks’ character development is stellar, topped only by the complexity of the relationships between those characters. One of the elements of Parks’ writing that consistently wallops me in his books is his respect of people, and thus his characters. He can juggle stereotype with singularity and come up with a community the reader wants to be a part of. EYES OF THE INNOCENT is steeped in Parks’ signature humor, while still expertly balancing it with the seriousness of the issues around which the plot revolves. His experience in journalism radiates off the page. Carter Ross says, “Reporting can be a bit like exploratory surgery, except you perform it wearing oven mitts and a blindfold. Sometimes you’re not even sure which part of the body to cut open. As a general rule, you never know where you’re going until you’ve already been there.” That pretty well sums up the effect of EYES OF THE INNOCENT. The reader has to keep turning pages to see just where this plot is going. And when you think you have the mystery figured out, you discover that wasn’t the actual mystery after all. Where the heck is Parks going with this? I predict he’s going straight to another awardwinning novel. Jen Forbus



FEVER OF THE BONE Val McDermid Harper Paperbacks 2010 Val McDermid's latest Carol Jordan/Tony Hill novel more than lives up to the expectations raised by the previous books in the series. DCI Carol Jordan now heads up her own elite Major Incident Team, handling current as well as cold cases, but the status quo is threatened by the new chief constable, as is the team's consulting arrangement with Dr. Tony Hill, clinical psychologist and criminal profiler extraordinaire. The tale covers a series of horrendous murder/mutilations of young, seemingly unconnected victims, and an old case into which new life [so to speak] has been infused. Newly available lines of investigation, of course, in both forensics and information technology, play a large role. In the current case, not the least of the questions is, what possible motivation could there be in the killing and mutilation of 14-year-olds? There are few straight lines in the narrative, with scenes alternating from one aspect of the story line to another, but somehow that works to only increase the suspense quotient. The portraits of Carol's team members are well-drawn, with each having a distinct personality and set of talents. I found it fascinating to get inside the head of Tony Hill, a man who is troubled by his own psyche, but whose expertise lies in his ability to get inside of the head of the person whose identity he is hunting. The intimate [albeit chaste] relationship of Jordan and Hill is, as always, a thing of beauty and wholly satisfying to the reader [if not always to the participants]. The novel is tightly plotted, the writing containing some small gems, e.g., "offer[ing] up information . . . in the spirit of a dog dropping a soggy newspaper at the feet of its human," and, speaking of an outgoing phone message, "his phone greeting sounded astonished and wary, as if he was taken aback by a ringing piece of plastic that spoke when you lifted it." Ms. McDermid manages to find just the right turn of phrase to perfectly capture a mood, or an emotion, often bringing a smile or a nod in the process. Parenthetically, I found intriguing that the number 14 runs through the book in several contexts. Refreshingly, the cases are ultimately solved through no sudden [read 'unrealistic'] flashes of brilliance, but by painstaking police work, "oldfashioned coppering," in the author's words. Gloria Feit



FIBER & BRIMSTONE Laura Childs 2010 Berkley Prime Crime Childs has three series going, this one is about scrapbooking and she puts a lot of information in the story about how to do things--particularly for Halloween when this story is set in New Orleans. Recipes, too! Heroine Carmela Bertrand and friend Ava Gruiex are putting the finishing touches on the giant puppet that will be in the Monsters and Mayhem Torchlight parade. They work late and leave the warehouse after everyone else--and stumble over a body. Earlier, they had heard an argument between Jekyl Hardy, Carmela's friend and the deceased. She tells this to police lieutenant and homicide detective, Edgar Babcock, who is also her boyfriend. Lots of parties and goings on in chilly New Orleans at this time. Along the way, Carmela picks up information about the deceased, who had cheated a few people out of a lot of money, including her former sister-in-law, Gloria. Carmela believes that any one of those bilked, along with the deceased's ex-spouse, could have been the killer. Of course her boyfriend asks her not to meddle or ask questions, advice that she ignores, and that puts her in danger. Gay Toltl Kinman THE HANGING TREE Bryan Gruley 2010 Touchstone Books This second book in the series continues a look at the small town of Starvation Lake and the people who live in that northern Michigan burg as seen through the eyes of Gus Carpenter, the executive editor of the bi-weekly hometown newspaper. The plot involves the apparent suicide of his second cousin, Gracie, who left the town about the same time Gus did years before for Detroit. Gus, of course, returned when he lost his job with the Detroit Times, Gracie only recently. But what Gracie did in the big city is a big mystery, as is the question of why she had returned to Starvation Lake. At first, it cannot be determined whether she died by suicide or had been murdered. She was found hanging from an oak tree from which townspeople and kids routinely hung paired shoes, just like many carve initials into trees. It falls to Gus to look into Gracie's past to determine the secrets of the present. Just an admittedly trite aside: the novel truly starts off with a "bang." And while there are elements of sex and violence, they are relatively mild. More important is the analytical drive bringing the story along to its conclusion. And once again, for hockey and journalism fans, Mr. Gruley has presented, with sensitivity and deep first-hand knowledge, an intensive look into the relationships of small town residents, family, and what makes a community the size of Starvation Lake tick. Theodore Feit HOW TO UNDERSTAND ISRAEL IN 60 DAYS OR LESS Sarah Glidden 2010 Vertigo This is an original biographical graphic novel by Sarah Glidden and she does both the writing and the art. On the surface it is the story of a girl going to Israel on her visit as part of a student trip (a Birthright tour) and how she learns about her homeland on the trip. However the reality is that Sarah went in with preconceptions about Israel and their place in the world. As she discovers the history of the country and its people she also starts to question some of the things she thought going in. The story is presented in a way that is not the least bit preachy and in fact tries to show the whole story of various events. I’ll be the first to admit I picked this up expecting something completely different. It’s a great book and I honestly think it should be used in schools. Jon



I'D KNOW YOU ANYWHERE Laura Lippman 2010 Morrow Eliza Benedict, 38 years old, has by choice always been a full-time wife and mother, devoted to caring for and protecting her family. The serenity of that life is threatened one day when her mail holds a letter from Walter Bowman, the man, now on Death Row, who had kidnapped her and held her hostage for 39 days when she was a child, then called Elizabeth Lerner. No one in her present life knows about her ordeal [forever referred to with the euphemistic phrase "the summer I was fifteen"] other than her parents, her sister, and her husband. Even, or perhaps especially, her children - 13-year-old Isobel [or "Iso," as she prefers to be called, with a long "I"] and eight-year-old Albie - know nothing of that time. Having spotted a photo of her and her husband in The Washingtonian, Walter has tracked her down and sent the letter which, hauntingly, concludes with the words "I'd know you anywhere." The early chapters alternate pov between Eliza and Walter, to illuminating effect. Walter had two other known victims, young girls both tall and blonde [neither of which describes Elizabeth], both killed and apparently raped. The question had always stayed in her mind: Why had he let her live? And was Walter, as long suspected, also behind the disappearance of several other young girls from the area who had never been found? Twenty-two years after she had been rescued, Walter's attorneys had gone through two appeals and a retrial; 46 years old, he has now been on Death Row in Virginia longer than anyone else in history, and implores Eliza to write and ultimately to visit him, teasing her with the promise that he would finally disclose to her things he had never admitted to anyone else. Eliza and, by extension, her husband, are forced to relive that time, when "Elizabeth" had determined she would do whatever was necessary to stay alive, becoming a modern-day Scheherazade, telling him her own version of Steinbeck stories lest he get bored and kill her, obeying him without question when he threatened her life and the lives of her family should she fail to follow his orders. Since his last victim was kidnapped while Elizabeth was with him, she bears the guilt [and the accusations of that girl's family] of perhaps having been able to do something to save her life had she but known how. A full airing is also given to the arguments on all sides of the death penalty: "for, against, or confused." Gloria Feit KILLER INSTINCT Marilyn Victor & Michael Allan Mallory January, 2011 FIVE STAR Snake Jones is back. Following her excellent debut in Victor and Mallory’s Death Roll, Snake finds herself embroiled in a dispute between northern Minnesota ranchers and the federally protected gray wolf. Killer Instinct opens with an old, crusty local yelling across the Last Chance Outfitters store at Snake: “... Shoot ‘em all, every last one of ‘em. Nothin but varmints… worthless murdering scavengers!” Snake is in the small town of Wolf Lake, Minnesota, gateway to the Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness, with her film crew to shoot a segment of Zoofari for the Minnesota Valley Zoo. There’s some buzz that Animal Planet may pick it up for syndication. When she and her old college friend Gina Brown later discover four wolf carcasses, shot and hidden in the woods, the old loudmouth from the diner becomes Snake’s first suspect. But the old coot is soon eliminated – quite literally – as a suspect, shot by the same rifle that killed the wolves. More murders and peculiarities ensue, and Snake, even though she can’t afford to be distracted from this important film project, can’t rest until she gets to the bottom of these mysteries. Ultimately, Snake and her Aussie husband Jeff will need to rely on all the survival instincts and training they have when, deep in the dark interior of Superior National Forest, they find themselves pursued by the ultimate predator: a crazed killer desperate to protect a deadly secret. Some of my favorite books, and a major reason I enjoy reading, teach me something while I’m being entertained. This book contains a wealth of material on animal behavior. I never knew, for example, that ravens are the only bird that will fly towards a gun shot. They have learned that that’s quite possibly where their next meal will be found, thus overcoming what would seem to be a natural instinct to fly away. In one of those coincidences that happen now and then, the day after I finished reading Killer Instinct, this headline appeared from the Associated Press: “Feds Want Wolf Off Endangered List” (September 14, 2010).



We might have had to wait a few years for this new Snake Jones adventure, but you have to admit, it’s about as timely as you can get. Killer Instinct is both a great entertainment and a compelling mystery, with a strong sense of place (fans of Kent Krueger take note) and really cool, interesting characters. Marilyn Victor and Michael Allan Mallory have seamlessly combined their voices into a well-tuned and expressive unison. - Gary Shulze, Once Upon a Crime THE KILLING STORM Kathryn Casey 2010 Minotaur Books Every now and then a book takes me by surprise. I go into it with expectations and have them dashed and replace with something else. Opening THE KILLING STORM I was expecting a fast paced book about a detective. What I got was so much more. Sarah Armstrong is a Texas Ranger, she is also a profiler who sees the worst of what humans can do to each other. She is looking into a series of crimes involving cattle mutilations that have some ties to slavery and the sugar plantations. While she is working this case a boy is abducted, falling for the “help me find my missing dog ploy”. Joey’s mother is oblivious to the crime as she , like so many Americans, can’t get off the damn cell phone. But when she discovers her boy is gone she is not reacting as she should. The two unrelated crimes soon begin to draw together and it becomes obvious time is a real factor. Oh yeah, and one of the worst hurricanes in recent history is coming down on the city. I finished reading this book and felt tired. Casey did such a great job keeping the tension building it just wore me out! Damn, this is a great book. Jon Jordan THE LAST 10 SECONDS Simon Kernick 2010 Corgi Crime is what we’re all about here at Crimespree. This book is about crime, but what’s really a crime is that Simon Kernick doesn’t have an American publisher. I’ll tell you now, use the internet, find a UK store and order this book. The folks at Transworld know a good thing and are smart enough to get it out to us readers. (we love Transworld) Kernick is one of the best writers I’ve read in the last 10 years. In THE LAST 10 SECONDS three separate things are all converging. The Night Creeper has been killing women throughout the land, violent deaths that have had everyone scared. Finally caught, he claims innocence on at least one murder and promises to tell the real story. Sean Egan is an undercover cop working to bust a huge criminal empire. The folks he’s pretending to work for want him to break out the Night Creeper. DI Tina Boyd was on the Night Creeper case, and when he goes missing she is working as fast as she can to recapture him. Something is drawing these three together and they may all end up on the same side and victims of something much bigger and darker than they could imagine. Every time I read a book by Kernick I think to myself that he’s really out done himself, at least until his next book. If writing crime thrillers was basketball Kernick would be Michael Jordan. You need this book. Jon Jordan LEAD POISONING J E Seymour 2010 Mostly Murder Press Seymour’s debut novel follows a hardened criminal. Kevin Markinson works in New York, as an enforcer for an arm of organized crime. He has a wary eye on events around him, always carries a handgun tucked in the small of his back, checks in periodically with the men who supervise his activities and provide him with assignments. When he happens to see something he shouldn’t, he instinctively moves into the situation to resolve matters in favor of the man collecting the protection money demanded by the group they both work for.



His bosses call him in for a brief conversation, he learns that he should not have interfered, and he is instructed to get out of town and lie low for awhile. Puzzled by the command, he nevertheless complies and points his fancy Jaguar north to his wife’s house in New Hampshire. The couple has been estranged. Their two sons are learning a new life as small town high school students, with basketball, girls, and equestrian events. Kevin’s wife has a steady job at a local hospital, has returned to using her maiden name, and has invested in a comfortable house. When Kevin arrives, all the careful steps she has taken to establish a “straight” life for herself begin to fray at the seams. The reader cannot help but root for this family. Parts of their lives are familiar and routine; basketball games, school board meetings, shopping for a new car, passing a driver’s license exam, a poignant afternoon at a family funeral. But, (and the reader knows from the first page, that there would be a “but”) Kevin cannot easily let go of his past life. Eventually he begins a weekly commute to New York, to fulfill the various assignments given to him by his bosses. We learn of past convictions; some deserved and some not. His history as a Marine sniper in Vietnam; his proven skill as a jail breaker; and other weaknesses are revealed. Not all his relationships with his weekday cronies are harmonious; and at least one set of authorities is actively looking for him. His wife begins to hope that this reconciliation will be permanent. Kevin begins to build a loving relationship with one son, and a contentious relationship with the second. Whether this family can make it into a secure future is the chief question of the book. Woodstock THE LIES THAT BIND Kate Carlisle 2010 Obsidian A Bibliophile Mystery. Brooklyn Wainwright is a master at bookbinding, and also an expert in finding bodies, it seems. In San Francisco, at a center for books, the Bay Area Book Arts, she is teaching a class. The head of the center, Layla, is a woman who plans to auction off a book Brooklyn has restored. That's okay, as it will make money for the center, but the problem is, Layla is touting it as a first edition--it isn't. Another woman is attacked there, and one of Layla's book dealers is found dead. Brooklyn is on the scene at each of these three events. Inspector Nathan Jaglom and Detective Inspector Janice Lee of the SFPD are not surprised, nor pleased to see her at yet again another crime scene. Brooklyn is highly distracted by her favorite hunk, Derek Stone, who has accompanied a famous artist to the center. Derek owns an international security agency, and is never around long enough for Brooklyn to get to know well. She can't help trying to find out who is doing what to whom, and people tell her things that she has to look into. Needless to say, she eventually ends up in the killer's sights. Lots of information about bookbinding, rare books, and the industry in general. Fun read. Gay Toltl Kinman A MARKED MAN Barbara Hamilton 2010 Berkley Prime Crime An Abigail Adams Mystery--and I'm on my way to get the first one in the series. Set in Boston in February, 1774, ten weeks after the infamous Tea party, an Englishman is murdered, or at least beaten to unconsciousness so that he freezes to death. Henry Knox, a young man is accused of the crime by false witnesses and put into jail. Lucy Fluckner, who loves Henry, asks Abigail to find the murderer. Lucy believes her Loyalist father wants her to marry someone else and that he lowered himself to pay the false witnesses to say what they did, in effect getting Henry out of Lucy's life. Which means Abigail has to prove that someone else killed the victim, unfortunately Henry had a strong motive. We freeze along with Abigail as she sallies forth, and works with the English Lt. Coldstone who is responsible for the case. Abigail tries to take Knox food, clothing, wood, along with a note from Lucy, but all is sent back.



This case is on the back of the stove, so to speak, as the English are trying to prove the Sons of Liberty were responsible for the dumping of the tea, and trying to learn the identity of each of the `Sons.' Since Henry knows all, the Patriots fear he will tell all, if it will help him get a lighter sentence, even though there hasn't been a trial. A slave woman is missing and she might have valuable information for Abigail, but Abigail believes she is dead. No matter, she wants to find her body to see if she was murdered also. An empty house, two drunken sailors, and sundry other characters who help or hinder her investigation. Firmly set in the time and place, the book is a wonderful addition to historical fiction of the period. Gay Toltl Kinman ONE MAN’S PARADISE Douglas Corleone 2010 Minotaur New York attorney Kevin Corvelli made a mess of a high profile murder case that landed his client in jail. Amidst the humiliation of the loss, Kevin receives a phone call informing him the client was killed. And if things couldn't get any worse, his innocence is unveiled after he is killed. Kevin cared more about how he looked on camera than whether or not his client had actually been guilty, but the trauma of the case and the negative publicity send Kevin reeling all the way to Hawaii. He's looking to escape and start new, but he vows no more felony cases, no more high-profile cases. And he's certain he's found just the place he can keep his head down and make enough money to get by: sharing an office with Jake Harper. It was the perfect place, that is, until Jake Harper snowballed Kevin into the high-profile murder case, defending law student Joseph Gianforte. And that's only the beginning of the surprises for Kevin Corvelli. Welcome to Hawaii, Kevin. ONE MAN'S PARADISE is Douglas Corleone's debut novel and he has a winner out of the gate. ONE MAN'S PARADISE is filled with eclectic characters, witty dialogue, and unexpected events in the Hawaiian Islands. Corleone sprinkles Hawaiian terms throughout the novel to augment the setting. But that also works to reinforce the protagonist's acclimation to his new home. Corleone does an exceptional job of creating a cocky young man deeply scarred by his previous experience. Kevin doesn't become a cowering chicken, afraid of his own shadow. He retains a lot of his aggressive nature and attitude, but now he's a bit more gun shy, a little less sure of himself, and completely believable. The supporting characters in this novel are superb. I enjoyed Jake but absolutely loved Flan, Kevin's unlicensed investigator. Flan is a what-you-see-is-what-you-get kind of character. His rough edges make him an endearing sort. Also adding richness to the plot are Kevin's other clients, the gang members. Corleone opted to narrate ONE MAN'S PARADISE in first person present. While some are critical of this point of view, Corleone uses it well and to his advantage with the suspense. Corleone's humor is the final layer of fun in ONE MAN'S PARADISE. Since the narrative is told in Kevin's voice he's expressing disbelief at a new culture, he's mocking himself, he's noticing the absurd in everyday life. A scene I found especially entertaining was Kevin's efforts to kayak for the first time. It wasn't quite what he expected: "In the midst of my great struggle, I am passed by a giant native sea turtle, half the size of my kayak, gliding effortlessly toward the Mokulua isles. I remember seeing a sign somewhere prohibiting riding these animals, and only now can I see how the temptation can arise." ONE MAN'S PARADISE won the MWA/Minotaur Books First Crime Novel Award and it was certainly deserving. This is an entertaining debut to what I hope will be a great new series in crime fiction. Jen Forbus OVERKILL Joseph Teller 2010 MIRA Books To say that Harrison J. Walker [known to one and all as “Jaywalker”: “he’d dropped the Harrison part as too pretentious and rejected Harry as too Lower East Side”], a member of the New York criminal bar, likes a challenge is a vast understatement. But when a judge appoints him to defend a teenage boy who has been charged with murder, it would seem too big a challenge even for him. There are three eyewitnesses who will



testify that they saw Jeremy Estrada shoot a boy only a few years older than himself between the eyes at pointblank range, and despite the fact that Jaywalker’s acquittal rate is about 90%, an acquittal in this particular case might be too daunting a task. Jay’s background is this: Fifty-two years old, a widower for a dozen years, he has a daughter, had been a DEA agent, and had been suspended from the practice of law about five years previously; now reinstated, he has no law office he can cell his own, and no support staff. But he has promised the boy, his mother and his twin sister that he will do his best, and he will do no less than that. A self-described “uncompromising obsessive-compulsive” who had ”won cases and lost cases , . . no one – no one – had ever accused him of not doing his best.” And it doesn’t hurt that he has the ability to virtually mesmerize a jury. So he spends most of the ensuing days and nights with little or no food or sleep, completely immerses himself in the case, interviewing all witnesses even when it entails flying to Puerto Rico and back mostly on his own dime. [By the end of the trial many months later he has been paid a little more than $1200 by Jeremy’s mother.] If anyone can win this case, dealing as it does with young love [there is a stunningly beautiful young girl involved], teenage bullying so seemingly endemic in our society, questions of intent and self-defense, it is Jaywalker. A terrific courtroom thriller, laden with suspense and humor in equal measure, this is an exciting and completely satisfying novel. Gloria Feit THE PRICE OF LIBERTY Keir Graff 2011 Severn House (This book is only available at present in/through the UK/Canada in hardcover [ISBN 978-0-7278-6872-5], not yet available in the US) The question raised by this novel is: Is it a political commentary or just an old-fashioned thriller? It seems that a cost-plus government contract to build a highly secure prison to house terrorists deep in the heart of Montana leads to all kinds of chicanery involving some innocent people. To begin with there is Jack McEnroe, who drives a construction vehicle, and his ex-wife, Kyla, who is secretary to the owner of the construction company. When Kyla discovers her boss is overcharging the prime contractor, who presumably is marking up the invoices and happily passing them along to Washington for payment, her conscience prods her to at least consider exposing the fraud. This leads to attempts by the owner's son, who conceived the bilking plan originally, to cover up the misdeeds, placing Kyla and her children in great danger. The ensuing events include murders and chases, with the tension building to a crescendo. For readers who revel in such plots, the book should be rewarding. Theodore Feit ROYAL BLOOD Rhys Bowen 2010 Berkley Prime Crime A Royal Spyness Mystery featuring Georgiana, forty-third, soon to be forty-fourth in line for the English throne, who is also good at solving mysteries. Set in November 1932, this story has her in a castle in the former country of Transylvania--yes, that castle! She is part of a royal wedding party uniting Bulgaria and Romania because she went to school with the bride, Matty. Reoccurring characters, such as Georgiana's mother, girlfriend, Belinda and boyfriend, Darcy O'Mara, are also part of the attendees. Prince Siegfried, aka Fishface, lurks about and misinterprets Georgiana's friendliness, although she has turned down his proposals several times. Queenie, her maid--she had to bring one--is a disaster, but courageous, as she has to be in this quirky castle. A shadowy person is running around the castle. Dracula? No, he had dark hair and this one has light. The key to the mystery is finding out who the person is, and why he is hiding. A prominent person is poisoned, but Georgie thinks the wrong person was murdered, which puts a different slant on the investigation. Political rivalries? Think Bowen is really having fun writing this series. I'm certainly having fun reading them. Gay Toltl Kinman



SKETCH ME IF YOU CAN Sharon Pape 2010 Berkley Prime Crime A Portrait of Crime Mystery. Rory McCain, a detective on the Suffolk County P.D. is a full-time sketch artist, although she carries a gun and a badge. This is an unusual story, and a page-turner. Rory inherits her Uncle Mac's Victorian house, his P.I. business--and the resident ghost. Rory is cleaning up the files that her uncle left after his sudden heart attack, and calling each of the clients to refer them to another P. I. Agency. One of the clients, Jeremy Logan, comes in and asks her to continue the work on the case. She tells him she can't take any money but will look into it. Apparently his sister, Gail, fell down a flight of stairs, hit her head and died. The medical examiner ruled it as an accident. Fortunately her husband inherits a bundle--and Jeremy doesn't believe it was an accident.. In her new home, Rory dozes off and awakes to find the ghost of Zeke Drummond, a federal marshall, who was shot in the back in 1878, sitting across from her. To make a long story short, Zeke was `partners' with Mac, which is why Mac was so good at solving mysteries. (Zeke has a lot of ego!). Zeke is a good sounding board for her ideas about how to find out who murdered Gail, and some other mysteries that crop up, not to mention life-threatening attacks on Rory, and she learns another axiom in the P.I. business--always check out your client. Some of the chapters are told from Zeke's POV in 1878. Fascinating tale! (And it's not over!) Gay Toltl Kinman SO COLD THE RIVER Michael Koryta 2010 [Hodder and Stoughton] I am delighted to see that Hodder and Stoughton are bringing award-winning US PI writer Michael Koryta to the UK. Kortya wrote a series of Private Eye novels featuring protagonist Lincoln Perry, though his UK debut is a stand-alone ‘So Cold The River’, which mixes the PI convention with that of the supernatural. The best way to sum it up is by imaging a hybridization of early Stephen King and Dennis Lehane. The novel debuted early this year in the US to great acclaim which is completely justified, providing the reader a hefty slab of American Gothic. When failed Hollywood filmmaker Eric Shaw, is approached by Alyssa Bradford to uncover a secret from her sick grandfather Campbell Bradford, little does Shaw realize that it will take him along a very dark journey. Shaw makes a living producing ‘life videos’ for people to ‘celebrate’ their births, marriages and deaths. Separated from his wife, and depressed in failing to hit the big time in the film-world, Shaw contemplates his bleak future pessimistically. So when Alyssa commissions Shaw to research and produce a film about the wealthy family patriarch [Campbell Bradford], Shaw accepts. Eric Shaw’s journey takes him to West Baden, in Southern Indiana, where he soon discovers that the elderly Campbell Bradford had links to a mysterious hotel, and the local bottled water ‘Pluto Water’. Characters enter and exit Eric’s journey, some who may appear as mysterious as the bed-ridden Campbell Bradford. It’s clear that Campbell is on his death-bed, and the past is catching up on him. Things take a sudden twist when Eric takes a sip from Bradford’s vial of ‘Pluto Water’, and then Shaw’s troubles really begin. The strangest aspect of this bottled water is its temperature, which even when the room is warm, feels icy to the touch. Trying to separate reality from hallucination becomes an ongoing battle for Shaw as he realizes that there is something rotten at the core of Campbell Bradford’s past; a past that is linked to the West Baden Springs Hotel, which once hosted film stars, politicians, the wealthy and where there is money, gangsters can not be far behind; nor can the secret of the ‘Pluto Water’. Evocatively written in the style of American Gothic; it at times appears reminiscent of early Stephen King, but is filled with characters from the conventions of noir crime-fiction making it no mere re-working of The Shining.



The tale is as chilling as the icy water that binds this tale making Koryta a name to mark high on your reading list. Highly Recommended for those who like their crime thrillers tinged with the cold touch of the supernatural Ali Karim SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING BLUE Cricket McRae 2010 Midnight Ink The story starts with an unusual premise--Sophie Mae's mother, Anna Belle, calls her to tell her that she just received a suicide note from her son Bobby, who hanged himself--eighteen years ago. It was addressed to Bobby's girlfriend, Tabby, and someone wrote on it 'return to sender.' So where has the letter been? That's what Anna Belle wants her to find out. Leaving her Washington State home, she goes to her parents' place in Colorado, and starts sleuthing. Tabby has since married Joe, Bobby's best friend, but that's not panned out too well. Sophie reads newspaper articles from the time period to try to find out what Bobby had remorse over, for that's why he said he was committing suicide. She comes up with some possibilities and tries to find out more about the cases, as the information in the paper is sketchy. A preacher and his son, the police chief and his daughter, and a few other locals are involved and don't want Sophie digging too deeply. Gay Toltl Kinman THE TALE OF OAT CAKE CRAG Susan Wittig Albert 2010 Berkley Prime Crime Albert has captured the voice of Beatrix Potter and her animals perfectly. What a coup that Potter's delightful stories continue in this format. The story opens in March 1912 in the Lake District, actually the `land between the lakes' where Potter owned property. The mystery story line involves Grace Lythecoe, engaged to the vicar, who has been receiving threatening notes. The letter writer says if she marries the vicar, all will be revealed, so to stop the secrets from coming out, she shouldn't marry him. Grace is puzzled about what can be revealed. Something the vicar hasn't told her? She is thinking about calling off the wedding, although she hasn't talked to the vicar about the letters. Grace asks Beatrix, who has solved mysteries in the past, to look into the matter. There are several story lines in the book. Another is with the animals, all listed with the characters in the front of the book. Rascal, a Jack Russell terrier; Tabitha Twitchit, a calico cat; Professor Owl; Hyacinth Badger; and Thorvaald, a loveable teenaged dragon. (Potter fans will recognize some of the names.) Beatrix understands the animals when they talk, and they, her. How else could she write her charming books? The story line that joins both the big people and the animals is the flight tests of a hydroplane over Lake Windermere, the sound of which causes more than consternation to both groups and they want it to stop. But how can they do that when the First Lord of the Admiralty, Winston Churchill, wants the plane? Another story line is that Beatrix enjoys her small retreat home in the Lake District, an escape from her demanding old parents who live in London. The problem she has to solve is how she is going to break the news to them that she is engaged to Will Heelis. She was engaged before and her parents quashed that. Is she going to let them to it to her again? Of course, all of these pesky problems are resolved, lots of tea is drunk and no one is murdered. Recipes, such as for oak cakes, are included. Seventh in the series. Gay Toltl Kinman
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